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Dear naturist friends,   

You surely received a file from EURONAT. 

On the recommendation of our legal advisors, a group of leaseholders (IFE and non-IFE members, 

all signatories of the Collectif) had had a STATEMENT delivered by a bailiff. The text is translated 

in the attachment. 

 It is crucial that you join in with this statement so as to give strength and momentum to our 

position.  
  

Please send an email (please find thefrench text below to copy and complete) to 

Euronat'smanagement:  
jean-michel.lorefice@euronat.fr  and please copy  Collectif.redevance.2015@gmail.com 

  

(A recorded delivery letter to Euronat is also possible, with a copy to Armand Peront, 62 chemin de 

Dépée, 33590 Grayan-et-l’Hôpital). 

  

We will keep you posted shortly, for there seems to be a way out of the current situation. Please 

inform your neighbors !  
  
Sincerely, 
 

For the Collectif, 
 

Alice KRIEGER, Armand PERONT, Jean Paul VACANDARE 
_____________________________________________________________ 

  

A l’attention de M. Loréfice et M. Lacroix, Direction Euronat 
 
Je, soussigné(e)  me joins par la présenteà l’Acte Déclaratif, délivré le 24 
septembre 2014 à la Société Euronat SAS par l’huissier de justice Maître 
Murielle Peyronnette (Soulac). 
 M./Mme, (prénom, nom, date de naissance, lieu de naissance nationalité 
domicile et adresse à Euronat) 

  
Date et Nom 

  
 (English translation of the texte: 
To the attention of Mr. Loréfice and Mr. Lacroix, Euronat Management 
I undersigned joins in with the present email to the Statement delivered on September 2014 to the 
Company  Euronat SAS by bailiff Maître Murielle Peyronnette (Soulac). 
 Mr./Mrs/Ms, (name, surname, date of birth, place of birth, nationally, home address and Euronat 
address) 
  
Date and name) 
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STATEMENT   



  

M./Mrs (name of the constituents) (date of birth) (place of birth) (nationality) (home address and  

Euronat address)  

Holder of a leasehold right within the Naturist Resort EURONAT  

I (name of the bailiff : Maître Murielle Peyronnette)  

(The constituents)Declare to the Company EURONAT S.A.S., the headquarters of which are  

located Lieu-Dit DEPEE 33590 GRAYAN-L’HÔPITAL, registered at the Trade and Companies  

Register of BORDEAUX under the number 302 476 403 :  

That as registered in volume 2004 P n° 3680 of the Mortgage Register of Lesparre, the article IV  

« Fees linked to the division description and the Règlement de Jouissance » defines the Euronat  

annual fee increase until a revaluation of charges that should happen in 2014.  

It is stipulated there:  

« The modalities of fees revaluation that will occur in 2015 should result from an agreement  

between the managing and operating company and the leaseholders, or their representative  

validly designated, at the latest on July 30th 2014. Failing this, the parties will submit the  

definition of these modalities to the competent Tribunal »  

-  To this day, no agreement has been reached on a possible fees revaluation.   

-  A letter received in September 2014 has been broadcast containing :  

o  a sheet of paper with the Euronat logo, containing some information on the  

negotiation of the fees but this sheet is not signed and does not show any of the  

usual identification mentions on the letter headed paper of a commercial company   

o  an “expert note N°2”  called « Mediation IFE / EURONAT »,  

o  an “expert note N°3”  called « Mediation IFE / EURONAT »,  

o  a recto/verso sheet called « Travaux/rénovation (works/renovation) 2015/2025 »  

that show a forecast of expenses of 7.377.694,65 € (including tax).  

  

My constituents have noticed that :  

-  the explanation letter from Euronat, unsigned, does not formulate any practical proposal  

as to an agreement to be reached between the leaseholders and Euronat,  

-  the only information that emerges from that letter is that Euronat wished to perceive an  

extra fee that would cover the works listed under the title “travaux/renovation”  

-  Neither of the attached “expert notes” is understandable, nor is the letter itself as far as a  

possible agreement is concerned,  

-  The meeting with Mr Paquier (“the expert”) was not a mediation meeting per se, since he  

formulated an “agreement”, and neither did any of the meeting participants,   

  

-  At the meeting with Mr Paquier were present some leaseholders, and some representatives  

of IFE, which does not entail the possibility of a contradictory meeting,  

-  The association IFE is not validly mandated by the leaseholders to negotiate an agreement  

in their name with Euronat,  

-  The said leaseholders have never given anyone a mandate to take part in their name to any  

negotiation.   

  

Consequently, my constituents underline and denounce the fact that :  

-  Euronat is carrying out negotiations with representatives of a legal entity that itself has no  

power to negotiate or conclude in the name of any of its members  

-  To this date, the deadline of July 31 st  is long gone and Euronat has :  

o  Neither proposed an agreement to revalue the fees  

o  Nor found necessary to go to court.  

From this situation my constituents draw the conclusion that :  

Until new modalities are validly accepted by the leaseholders, the 2015 participation to costs will  

remain as set by the 2004 agreement, published at the Mortgage Register.  

 


